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Outloud Orlando 1/5/2021 This week we begin as we began our home recordings, 
which is in a local park, Wadeview Park. We discuss the 
Delice Party Cruise incident in Puerto Vallarta where a 
gay cruiseship of 60 gay men sank. Also talked about is 
the hashtag #NotExtinctLesbian which was started in 
retaliation to an article stating that lesbians are extinct 
since many are transitioning to men. Lastly, a study on 
aging states that drinking wine and eating cheese 
together is good for cognitive health.

While there is entertainment in the party 
cruise sinking in a meme with the 
Titanic theme playing, the actual cause 
of the hashtag account 
#GaysOverCovid is to show what is 
happening that most do not realize is 
going on that breaks Covid rules and 
manners. The article that began the 
hashtag movement of 
#NotExtinctLesbian gave statements by 
an anti-trans group called the LGB 
Alliance. Exposure to many different 
groups and ways of thinking within our 
community is important. The study 
about wine and cheese was discussed in 
a way to bring light to studies. For 
example, there is a study that wine has 
arsenic and is not good for your health. 
Therefore picking a study that aligns 
with what you want can be found.
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Outloud Orlando 1/12/2021 This week we discuss the happenings of January 6th; 
specifically that Orlando Mayor named it Pom Pom's 
Tearoom and Cafeteria Day. Also on January 6th, 
Donald Trump Jr. cited a study about trans females in 
women's sports so we give the complete story of the 
study. Season 13 of Rupaul's Drag Drace has begun so 
we discuss the first trans man on the show, Gottmik.

Pom's is a local business that recently 
celebrated 15 years in business in 
Orlando's Milk District. A study was 
done citing that trans females have a 
physical advantage over cis female 
athletes but there is no advantage after 
a trans female has been on hormone 
replacement therapy for 2 years. Rupaul 
is known for previously not allowing 
anyone other than cis males to be on 
Drag Race. This season Rupaul has 
allowed a trans male that does drag as 
Gottmik on the show.

Our Seat Our Table 1/15/2021 OSOT is a weekly community broadcast which 
highlights historic African American neighborhoods, 
grassroots/ social justice organizations, local artisans 
and the small business community. 

OSOT kicks off their debut show on Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr’s Birthday. Host 
Barbara Chandler interviews Hannibal 
Square Chief Historian Fairolyn 
Livingston; Livingston shares the 
political history in Winter Park, Florida 
and how not much has changed since 
the late 1800’s.Correspondent Andrew 
Brown interviews Fabric Artist, Lauren 
Austin and shares her story of when she 
began quilting and what quilting 
symbolizes for her, along with her 
upcoming exhibitions and workshops. 
Pastor Claude Cheetam with Bethel 
Baptist Church talks about the famous 
King speech and how it is so relevant in 
present times..Stephanie Burke with 
Power of Potential shares some tips 
and strategies to setting and attaining 
your 2021 goals.



Outloud Orlando 1/19/2021 This week we first talk about the recent death and 
remember Nazhoni, a local entertainer who passed of 
Covid. A gay dad posts on Twitter ten if the most 
outrageous things said to him and husband while out 
with their toddler son. A Cadbury Egg commercial 
featuring a real life gay male couple gets pushback but 
one of the couple calls that a double standard.

Nazhoni has been an Orlando 
entertainer since the 90s and was well 
known in the community. In addition to 
the entertainer, John was a nurse who 
travelled and was known in the medical 
industry as well. We wanted to give a 
proper remembrance for both John and 
his alter ego Nazhoni. Some of the 
things said to the gay couple are most 
likely what many of the listeners who 
have children hear as well. The actor 
who was one part of the couple in the 
Cadbury ad makes a point when he says 
what could be considered as going too 
far would not apply to another standard, 
using Lynda Carter in an old makeup ad 
for lip gloss.



Our Seat Our Table 1/22/2021 Grassroots organizations are leading the charge when it 
comes to creating programs accessible and affordable 
in the arts, health and business.

Goldsboro Sanford, Historian Francis 
Oliver shares how the town of 
Goldsboro became the second black 
incorporated city in the United 
States.Executive Director of Goldsboro 
Museum promotes the museum 
exhibitions and upcoming cultural 
events for Black History Month. 
LaVonda Wilder,Cynthia Slaughter 
shares personal and touching stories 
about her body of work “On Love and 
Loss ” and what motivated her to take 
photos of her home, soon after it 
flooded in 2017, due to Hurricane Irma. 
Founder of the Eatonville Chamber of 
Commerce discusses the  Chamber’s 
mission and goals to help support and 
promote small area business. Daniel 
Downer with The Bros in Convo 
Initiative, provides resources for health 
equity to Black gay, bisexual, queer, 
and same gender loving men in Central 
Florida. Calen Potter, with Cadex 
Financial shared some money 
management tips for the New Year. 

Interview 1/26/2021 Rollins President Grant Cornwell shared thoughts on the 
new presidential administration's impact on higher 
education, the passing of Joanne Rogers '50, and 
Rollins's continued efforts against COVID-19.

Listeners learned about the continued 
role of Rollins as the community and 
country navigates important issues.



Our Seat Our Table 1/29/2021 Local Community Builders create innovative and 
effective platforms to educate and increase community 
engagement and build equity for small businesses. 

Sonya Mallard with the Harry T and 
Harriette V Moore Museum in Mims 
Florida tells the life of two Civil Rights 
activists/educators Harry T and Harriette 
V Moore  and their role with the NAACP, 
registering African Americans to vote 
throughout the state of Florida. The 
Harry T and Harriette V Moore Museum 
is open for scheduled tours. LaWanda 
Thompson with The Equity Council Inc, 
gives his the history of “1619 Project”-
and what lead her to organizing an 
annual “1619 Fest”  in Winter Park; 
Local  Artist, Peterson Guerrier, shares 
his love and passion for creating art and 
talks about being downtown Orlando 
and watching the Black Lives Matter 
movement right outside of his studio, 
Sales Geek, Black Tech Advocate and 
Co-Founder of Black Business Owners 
Florida  Mike Felix Discuss why it was 
important to create an online platform to 
promote Black Businesses. Rashite 
Calhoun, with No Pass Brand and Social 
Justice Partner called to action with a 
spoken word piece entitled “Notes To 
Self.

Outloud Orlando 2/2/2021 Discussed this week fist off is Wall Street versus the 
people in regards to Gamestop stocks. We also talk 
about a Real Housewives star going out in public with 
her husband after she has come out as gay. Lastly we 
talk about local talent and entertainment in the LGBTQ+ 
community.

Everyone loves a story where the 
masses of people are the winners so in 
Wall Street it is even more entertaining. 
Stories of similarities can help with 
familiarity when hearing stories like the 
one about the Real Housewives star. 
Local stories help to promote local 
friends



Impact Now 2/5/2021 We discussed Black History month and Black Lives 
Matter. We spoke to local Black health professionals 
and activists. The Black Lives Matter movement is very 
timely.

The Black Lives Matter movement is 
very timely. It is currently Black History 
Month. Black history and achievements 
often go ignored.

Our Seat Our Table 2/5/2021 OSOT Host  Barbara Chandler dedicates the show to 
Tuskegee Airman and Community Hero Richard Hall Jr. 
The broadcast includes special moments from his 
Caregiver, Dimitrius “Dee” Peoples, and Founding 
Charter Member Tuskegee Airman Darrell Gray.

Host Barbara Chandler opens with a 
dedication to Tuskegee Airman Richard 
Hall Jr.; Darrell Gray shares the history 
of the Tuskegee Airman and talks about 
his personal relationship with Richard 
Hall Jr.;  Dimitrius “Dee'' Peoples 
reminisce about when she first met 
Richard Hall Jr. and share a humorous 
moment-- when the women from the 
church came to visit Mr. Hall . 
Correspondant LaVonda Wilder, 
Eatonville Chamber of Commerce , 
chats with Desmond Ried, owner of 
Dare Books; Andrew Browne with 
Browne Box Creative Solutions 
interviews, Dr. Damon Dandridge, 
Managing Director with Project Grady 
Rayam, Negro Spritual Scholarship 
Foundation and how the organization 
has pivoted through the pandemic,  
being unable to perform in live venues. 
Dr. Dandrige shared where and how 
spirituals originate, program offerings, 
and upcoming events. 



Outloud Orlando 2/9/2021 Mayor Pete becomes the first openly gay Cabinet 
member but Megyn Kelly wants to dispute that fact. 
Teen star JoJo Siwa comes out as gay with support 
from her girlfriend. Former WWE wrestler Tyler Reckts, 
whose real name is Gabe Tuft, comes out as 
transgendered and is now Gabbi Tuft.

Mayor Pete becoming the first openly 
gay Cabinet member in itself is great 
news for the show and listeners but 
having drama ensue with Megyn Kelly 
helps the entertainment value all the 
more. JoJo Siwa is a teen star who we 
watch debut years ago on Dance Moms. 
Her coming out and the ease of it is a 
feel good story while she acknowledges 
that she is fortunate for her support 
team. In addition to the WNBA sports 
talk segment featuring a star player who 
is trans having surgery, we talk about 
WWE star Tyler Reckts who now goes 
by Gabbi Tuft after coming out as trans. 
Coming out stories are always relatable 
for listeners.

Our Seat Our Table 2/12/2021 OSOT joined by local community members share 
history through African American Fashion Icons, 
community and songs.

Historian Beverly Steele in the 
"Community of Royal" in Wildwood FL, 
gives us a history lesson about 40 acres 
and a mule! Artist, Jaison Radcliff with 
Form 2 Fashion shares his latest 
publication, "African Americans in 
Fashion History" coloring book for 
children and adults! Publisher Rich 
Black with Onyx Magazine, shares his 
journey from Diversity Officer to 
Orlando Magic Social Justice Recipient; 
Music Director, Dr. Carl MaultsBy 
discuss the history of National Negro 
Hymn, written by James Weldon 
Johnson,Activist, Nahomi Matos 
Rondon , FL Immigrant Coalition gives 
us a call to action!



Impact Now! 2/19/2021 We discussed environmental justice. We looked at 
different cases of environmental racism in Florida. We 
discussed the history of the environmental justice 
movement.

Climate change has made 
environmental justice increasingly 
important. Environmental racism is 
impacting people in the local community- 
specifically Griffin Park. Environmental 
studies is a popular program at Rollins.

Our Seat Our Table 2/19/2021 This Episode is where I, (Barbara) get up close and 
personal interview with Co-Hosts: Andrew Browne, 
Educator, Artist and Influencer; along with LaVonda 
Wilder, Change-Maker and Business Advocate, on their 
personal leadership journey.

Co-Host Andrew Browne and LaVonda 
Wilder take the seat as they each share 
personal stories, and of Family, 
Community and Career--- inspirational 
moments and challenges which have 
helped to shape many of their decisions 
and choices to serve the local 
community through creative grassroots 
programming and civic engagement. 
This show was a way to connect our 
hosts to the listeners. 

Outloud Orlando 2/23/2021 This week we talk about the newest episode of Rupaul's 
Drag Race. Sherry Pie, a past Drag Race contestant 
and caught in a catfish scheme as the catfisher, is 
featured on television show Tamron Hall. In our local 
segment we talk about local drag brunches.

Drag Race is a pop culture issue that is 
also mainstream so brings many 
listeners. The Tamron Hall Show 
featured Sherry Pie portrayer Joey in his 
first on screen interview since he was 
disqualified from Drag Race last 
season. Also featured on the show was 
a story about past WWE wrestler Gabe 
Tuft, now Gabbi Tuft, and her 
transitioning.



Our Seat Our Table 2/26/2021 Community Builders talk about local initiatives which re-
shape the landscapes of inner city black communities in 
politics, entertainment and living a healthy style.   

Community Historian Walter Gilbert 
from Newton Sarasota FL; Kristen 
Fulwilye Thomas with Equal Ground 
shares information on "Take The Lead" 
an interactive training for African 
American community members who 
would like to go into politics  and why 
this is important in our local 
communities. Meka King, Lead 
Organizer of CFEA-Central Florida 
Entertainment Advocacy will join us and 
share why it was important to create an 
organization which advocates for 
African Americans in theatre and other 
forms of entertainment. Small Business 
Spotlight with LaVonda Wilder and 
Local Farmer Ray Warthen, Founder of 
Infinite Zion Farms shares his passion 
for building a healthy community 
through community farming and 
gardening. Wellness check in with 
RoseMary Johnson, Certified Yoga 
Instructor will give us some healthy tips 
as we go into March madness!



Outloud Orlando 3/2/2021 Mr and Mrs Potato Head become Potato Head and we 
have some things to say about it. Christian Lives Matter 
protestors try to drown out a gay concert in Sydney 
Australia. Local drag artist Bearonce was featured in 
Watermark for her drag bunch on the Dora Cruise.

We have played with Potato Heads and 
interchanged parts from Mr and Mrs with 
no problem. We feel it is mainly adults 
that are having the name issue and not 
children and discuss this. Still today, 
even in Australia, there are anti-gay 
groups, but in this story they were not 
able to drown out the self described 
"chaotic queer variety show". Local drag 
artist Bearonce has been on the show 
before and is a friend. Talking about her 
feature in Watermark helps promote her 
local drag gig.

Impact Now 3/5/2021 We discussed intersectionality in the LGBTQ 
community. We looked at initiatives aimed at the 
LGBTQ community. We spoke to local LGBT 
community leaders.

It is important because the LGBTQ 
community is facing enormous legal 
challenges currently. Many members of 
the Rollins community are LGBTQ+. It 
is important to look how different 
identity factors influence iniatives.



Our Seat Our Table 3/5/2021 As we continue Our quest to connect with local Black 
History, DeLand’s Community Historian Mike Brown 
talks about the early years, the first settlers and even 
names a few of the stores owned by Black residents. 
Mentoring is a valued tradition in the Black community, 
in this episode you will hear from community 
organizations and our featured artist, who are keeping 
this tradition alive in the classrooms and on the tennis 
courts! 

Pull Up for "Chat with The Historian'' 
with Host Barbara Chandler and DeLand 
Community Historian, Mike Brown. Mike 
will share the African American history 
of DeLand and what visitors will 
experience while touring the African 
American Museum of the Arts. Dr. 
Felicia Benzo, Founder of the Catalyst 
Global Youth Initiatives, Inc., Volusia 
County Black History Honoree 2021. Dr. 
Benzo joins us and discusses why she 
started Catalyst mentoring and shares  
success stories that the organization is 
having while fostering positive and 
healthy interactions within the 
community! Dr. Vicki Van Hurley is an 
artist, Branding Coach, and Adjunct 
Professor; you will hear her personal 
story of how she became known as the 
The Design Doc! John and Albert 
Richards of Posh Rock Tennis 
Foundation are committed to working 
with inner city youths and teaching the 
fundamentals of playing tennis which 
promotes a healthy and positive self-
esteem in children.



Outloud Orlando 3/9/2021 Drag Kings are underrated and underexposed in our 
opinion so we talk about different drag kings, 
specifically one in a national drag queen pageant. In 
Mexico two gay men were arrested for kissing on a 
beach but then released because of a crowd in support 
of the two men. A gay throuple are the first polyamorous 
family named legal parents.

Drag Queens are very mainstream with 
the help of RuPaul's Drag Race but 
there are also drag kings that do not get 
seen or talked about enough. It was 
surprising to read of the Mexico incident 
on the beach but when a crowd stood up 
for them and it caused a result of them 
being released, it shows some hope for 
good.



Our Seat Our Table 3/12/2021 This week Our Seat, Our Table guests, speak 
passionately about their Visions coming into fruition, 
because of need and necessity in their communities. 
Hear from community Historian Ann Harrell about  “who 
was”  Mary Harrell,  and why she saw the need to 
preserve the African American history through the Mary 
Harrell Black Heritage Museum; Vivian Geary tells her 
personal story of becoming a Caregiver and the lack of 
resources available that prompted her to begin “Caring 
For Family Caregivers” as a support system. Check the 
out the artist spotlight with Co-Host Andrew Browne and 
Shyriaka “Shy” Morris of PEACE Arts;  Business 
spotlight with LaVonda Wilder and Oluwaseyi “OT” 
Thomas of OT Perspectives. 

New Smyrna Community Historian Ann 
Harrell is a board member with the 
"Mary Harrell Black Heritage Museum". 
Ann Harrell shares the vision of why 
Mary Harrell saw the need to create a 
museum dedicated to the African 
American history of New Symrna 
Beach. Community Leader, Vivian 
Geary Founder of "Caring For Family 
Caregivers" saw the need to create a 
support system for family caregivers. 
Vivian shares her passion, and 
resources she found along her personal 
journey with community members who 
find themselves in the same space, of 
caring for parents or loved ones. New 
Symrna Beach Artist Shyraika "Shy" 
Morris of Peace Arts is the creator of 
several murals, and a maintains 
community garden which she also uses 
to connect students to history and art. 
Local videographer Oluwaseyi "OT" 
Thomas, owner of OT Persceptives, 
talks about his journey to becoming a 
business owner.



Outloud Orlando 3/16/2021 a Breitbart commentator comes out as ex-gay and 
supports conversion therapy. We discuss the Oprah 
interview with Meghan and Harry as well as what gay 
actor Leslie Jordan has to say to Meghan. A New Jersey 
athlete who never got his high school letter in track 
because he was gay, now receives his letter 63 years 
later.

Milo Yiannopoulos is a controversial 
person who is a commentator for 
Breitbart News, While he has been out 
as gay, he now associates as ex-gay. 
Everyone watched the interview Oprah 
had with Harry and Meghan or at least 
head about it. Discussing that with the 
addition of Leslie Jordan's opinion on 
the interview makes it an entertaining 
topic. Listeners of younger ages don't 
realize how it used to be for many, so 
the story about the track athlete getting 
his letter 63 years later is a nice feel 
good topic with historical value.

Our Seat Our Table 3/19/2021 Celebrating Episode 10 through the Voices of Women in 
Our Local Community  as they share motivational 
testimonies of “What is Leadership”? These women 
range from grassroot organizers to World Class 
travelers and each one hold one thing in common--their 
ability to lead from wherever they sit. 

Celebrating our 10th episode with a 
jingle and Women from our local and 
surrounding communities share 
personal experiences about their work, 
travels and what keeps them motivated. 
The panel of women range in 
demographics, occupation, age, 
experience and education. Each 
woman’s point of view different, when 
asked to define “leadership”;  
Michelle Smith: Federal Government 
and World Class Traveler
Mila Belle: Local Visual Artist
Nikki Holmes: Singer/Songwriter
Holly Tanyhill: Community Builder
Pamela Bussey: Attorney/ Mediator, 
World Class Traveler
Chelsea Baker: UCF Graduate, 
Grassroots Organizer
Felicia Shelton: Educator
Amy Lalane: Founder of Bridge The 
Gap Coalition



Outloud Orlando 3/23/2021 In our local segment we talk about a friend who was on 
television for getting vaccinated at home for COVID-19 
along with ourselves being vaccinated. A high school 
athlete in Texas comes out of the closet and starts a 
Gay-Straight Alliance chapter in his school. We talk 
about Rupaul's Drag Race with a special look at the UK 
version.

Orange County has had a letdown of 
vaccinations given with the restrictions 
of who can get a vaccine. Talking about 
the vaccine and ways to get one as well 
as our experiences helps educate those 
listening. The athlete in high school is a 
junior now but tells about when he came 
out to his teammates and the reactions 
as it was in a small town. These type is 
stories make good entertainment. The 
winner of Drag Race UK is the first plus 
sized winner of any series in the 
Rupaul's Drag Race kingdom.



Our Seat Our Table 3/26/2021 Pine Hills community leaders, Bertina Bush, Sandra 
Fatmi-Hall and Glen Providence sets the narrative 
straight about the history of the area, the current climate 
of the community and the positive impact families are 
experiencing through direct neighborhood engagement 
and small business development. Artist spotlight goes to 
Haitian Artist Patrick Noze, on his journey of becoming 
a prolific and well recognized artist.

Community Historian Bertina Bush sets 
the narrative straight as she shares the 
history of what was once a majority 
white neighborhood to now one of the 
largest, ethnically diversified 
communities in Central Florida. Sandra 
Fatmi-Hall, Founder of United 
Foundation of Central Florida talks 
about her commitment to Pine Hills 
community. Local Haitain Artist, Patrick 
Noze joins us and speaks candidly 
about his journey to overcoming stereo-
types to becoming a well recognized 
and prolific artist. Glenn Providence, 
Executive Director for Hebni Nutrition, 
Chief Officer of Smile Ice Cream, and 
the Editor for the Midtown Press--a 
community newspaper which showcases 
Pine Hills small business, and shares 
homegrown stories of residents and the 
difference they make in the sustaining 
the pride in Pine Hills community!
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